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For the BPS task, animals underwent three phases of exploration in the arena, each 178 lasting 3 min and separated by 1.5 min of single housing in a solitary chamber. In Phase 1 179 (habituation) the arena was empty, in Phase 2 (sampling) the arena contained two identical 180 objects in the center, and in Phase 3 (testing) one object had been randomly selected and 181 displaced by a distance of 7, 14 or 21 cm. The arena and objects were cleaned with 70% ethanol 182 before and after each phase. During Phases 2 and 3, the experimenter recorded the amount of 183 time that the mouse spent interacting with each object with two silent stopwatches. The mouse 184 was considered to be interacting with an object if it was within 1 cm of it and oriented towards, 185 sniffing, scratching, or on top of the object. These three phases were repeated three times with a 186 different distance each week, with the order of distances randomized. Objects used for the task 187 were ~6 cm tall block style plastic colored figures or metal cylinders, with a footprint of ~2 cm 188 in diameter. 189 All phases of the experiment were recorded with a 1080p webcam positioned above the 190 arena. During all phases, the experimenter sat in the corner of the room out of the line of sight of 191 the mouse. The experimenter was consistent in appearance and smell (e.g., same experimenter 192 for a given cohort, wearing same white lab coat and gloves of the same color each day; use of 193 scented soap, etc. was minimized).
194
BPS Analysis. The discrimination ratio for each trial was computed as (T moved -T unmoved ) 195 / T total where T moved is the time spent exploring the moved object, T unmoved is the time spent 196 exploring the unmoved object and T total is the sum of T moved and T unmoved . The exploration times 197 used to calculate the reported discrimination ratio were manually collected by experimenters 198 during the BPS task. We (M.V.J. and J.A.P.) also developed a home-written program using video 199 recordings for motion-tracking and trajectory analysis of each mouse during behavioral testing. 200 Discrimination ratios computed from automated tracking data were well correlated to the ratios 201 from manually recorded times, and led to similar results (R 2 = 0.68, T(117) = 16.07, P < 0.001). 202 Automated tracking data were also used to assess a) distance traveled as an estimate of motility 203 and exploration and b) tendency to stay close to walls (i.e., thigmotaxis) as an estimate of 204 anxiety. Thigmotaxis (Simon et al., 1994) was evaluated as the proportion of time spent within 205 6.35 mm of the wall (10% of the arena width).
206
Mouse electroencephalography (EEG). EEG electrode implantation was performed at 207 ~18-20 weeks of age for all animals, following a previously established protocol (Wallace et al., 208 2015) . Briefly, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and stainless steel screw electrodes were 209 implanted in the skull (bregma +1.5 mm and 1 mm right, bregma -3 mm and 1 mm left, and 210 lamda -1 mm at midline). Two stainless steel braided wires were placed in the nuchal muscles 211 for electromyography (EMG) recording. After a 72 hour recovery, we transferred mice into 212 individual tethered EEG acquisition chambers and allowed a >12 hour acclimation period. We 213 acquired EEG and EMG signals continuously for 3 days. Recordings were digitized with an 214 XLTek amplifier (XLTEK, USA) sampled at 1024 Hz. Ad libitum access to food and water was 215 ensured. 216 Interictal spike (IIS) analysis. In humans and most animal models of acquired TLE, 217 overt seizures are relatively rare (often much less than once per day) (Levesque et al., 2016) . In 218 contrast, nonconvulsive and subclinical epileptiform events such as interictal spikes (IISs) can be 219 very frequent, as much as many hundreds per day. Therefore, in order to assess epileptiform 220 activity in KA animals, we used a modification of our previously published principal 221 components (PC)-based method to quantify IISs (Pfammatter et al., 2018) and calculated an 222 "Hourly IIS index" for each animal. All detected high-amplitude EEG events from 9 Ctrl and 15 223 KA animals were projected into the space spanned by their first three PCs. The main 224 modification here is that, instead of using a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to assign events to 225 'clusters', we simply gridded the PC space into 'voxels' and computed relevant quantities within 226 each voxel exactly as we computed those same quantities within GMM 'clusters' previously: 1)
227
The probability that events within a voxel are characteristic of an epileptogenic treatment (i.e.,
228
KA) was computed as the voxel-wise proportion of events coming from KA mice, 2) Only the 229 voxels above chance level were considered specific to epileptogenic treatment and probabilities 230 were scaled accordingly, 3) The Hourly IIS Index of a given animal was defined as the average 231 frequency of detected events weighted by the scaled probabilities of each event's voxel. This new 232 voxel-based method has the advantages to make no assumptions about the structure of the data in 233 PC space or about the number of clusters to fit. Instead, the main free parameter is now the voxel 234 volume: we selected a size of 10 cubic PC units following the same optimization procedure 235 described in Pfammatter et al. (2018) in order to avoid overfitting. Extensive exploration (not 236 shown) revealed that the final results are similar to the GMM method and are not importantly 237 affected by moderate changes in voxel volume.
238
Slice electrophysiology. Mice used for electrophysiology were p115-p182 at the time of 239 experiment (mean ± SEM: p141 +/-4 days; no difference in age between treatments: KA n = 13,
240
Ctrl n = 6, U-test: P = 0.9, Z = 0.2, rank sum = 246). Age was also not correlated with any 241 summary statistics presented in this study.
242
Adult mice were euthanized by transcardial perfusion with oxygenated PBS under 243 isoflurane anesthesia, before decapitation and brain extraction. 400 μm horizontal slices of the 244 ventral and intermediate hippocampus were prepared as detailed in Madar et al. (2019a) . After 245 slicing in a sucrose-based cutting solution (Yi et al., 2015) , slices were transferred to an 246 incubation chamber filled with 50% cutting solution and 50% artificial cerebrospinal fluid 247 (aCSF) at 37°C for 30 minutes, then room temperature. Patch-clamp recordings were done in a 248 chamber submerged with aCSF containing (in mM) 125 NaCl, 25 NaHCO3, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 249 NaH2PO4, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, and 25 D-Glucose, flowing at 5 ml/min and saturated with a gas 250 mixture of 95% O 2 and 5% CO 2 . Stimulation was applied through a double-barreled "theta" 251 pipette filled with aCSF. Patch pipettes were filled with an intracellular solution of the following Figure 4B and 258 5). Briefly, input sets used for stimulation were composed of five (type 1) or ten (type 2 and 3) 259 spiketrains (two seconds long), delivered sequentially (separated by five seconds of pause) and 260 repeated ten or five times, respectively, in order to yield fifty output spiketrains. The stimulation 261 pipette was placed >100µm lateral to the recorded GC to avoid direct stimulation of GC 262 dendrites, with the baseline membrane potential held at -70 mV for current and voltage-clamp 263 recordings (see Figure 4A -B, 7B). 264 Intrinsic electrophysiological properties of recorded GCs were the following (mean ± 265 SEM for Ctrl / KA): resting membrane potential V rest = -78.0 ± 1.9 / -81.4 ± 1.2 mV; membrane 266 resistance R m = 139 ± 17 / 178 ± 16 MΩ; membrane capacitance C m = 18 ± 1.2 / 17 ± 0.7 pF.
267
There were no significant differences between control and KA mice (U-tests: P = 0.1, 0.2, 0.7; Z 268 = 1.6, -1.2, 0.4; rank sums = 294, 198.5, 252.5 respectively). When using a similarity metric S (R, NDP or SF), pattern separation was assessed following the 289 same logic. First, the similarity between each pair of spiketrains of a given set was computed. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (sidedness is specified in the legends).
306
To analyze performance of mice on the BPS task ( Figure 3B) we performed a two-way 307 ANOVA with the Matlab function anova based on a linear mixed-effects model built using 308 fitlme, with the distance of the moved object as a continuous fixed effect, animal treatment (Ctrl 309 vs. KA) as a categorical fixed effect, and animal identity nested within object distances as a 310 random effect to account for repeated measurements. The same procedure was used for each 311 panel in Figure 3D -E. 312 To determine whether (S input , S output ) distributions were significantly different ( previously diagnosed with TLE showed a severe deficit (~50%) compared to nonepileptic 331 subjects in their ability to correctly identify objects as being similar but not identical (Figure 1) . 332 These results confirmed our hypothesis that TLE impairs DG-dependent mnemonic 333 discrimination, thus warranting further study of the impact of TLE on DG computations that 334 might explain this cognitive deficit. 
349
(E) There were slightly more women than men in the control group, but the gender difference 350 was not significant between the two treatments (one-way KW ANOVA on gender values, 1 or 2, 351 grouped by treatment: P = 0.0663, χ 2 (32) = 3.3724).
353
To investigate the effect of TLE at the behavioral, computational and cellular levels, we Prior to EEG recordings, mice were subjected to an object-location novelty-recognition 379 BPS task (Methods -Mouse Behavior) where their ability to discriminate between a moved 380 object versus an identical unmoved object was measured for different object displacement 381 distances ( Figure 3A) . Our results demonstrate that, on average, KA mice have lower object-382 location mnemonic discrimination than control mice at all object distances (Figure 3B-C) . 383 Control analyses of motility (assessed by the total distance moved) and anxiety levels (assessed 384 by the time spent near walls) revealed that KA mice have no obvious locomotor deficits nor do 385 they spend more time near walls during the testing phases (Figure 3D-E) . Moreover, there was 386 no correlation between individual mnemonic discrimination ratios and total distance moved (R 2 387 = 0.028, T(118) = 1.86, P = 0.066) or time spent near walls (R 2 = 0.002, T(118) = 0.50, P = 0.62) 388 during phase 3. These results suggest that differences between KA and control mice in the BPS 389 task were not due to differences in motor ability, exploration or anxiety.
390
TLE is thus accompanied by mnemonic discrimination deficits in both humans and mice. minutes. In Phase 1, a mouse was allowed to explore the empty square arena. In Phase 2, the 396 same mouse was allowed to explore the same arena but with two identical objects (position 397 indicated by grey circles). In Phase 3, one randomly chosen object was moved either 7, 14 or 21 398 cm from its original position and the mouse was allowed to explore again. Between phases, the 399 mouse was placed in a solitary chamber for 1.5 minutes. Each mouse performed the task once at 400 each distance with different objects, in randomized order, with a week in between trials.
401
(B) Performance at the BPS task is evaluated with a discrimination ratio computed for each 402 animal at each distance. Healthy mice generally prefer to explore objects with novel The similarity between the output spiketrains is compared to the similarity between the input 439 spiketrains, revealing the degree of separation or convergence (Figure 4C and see Material and 440 Methods -Neural pattern separation analysis). 441 We tested pattern separation levels in response to three types of input sets. Input sets of (Figure 4D) . Furthermore, a decrease in pattern separation was observed at 450 multiple timescales (millisecond to second) and using multiple similarity metrics that assume 
499
An input set of type 2, made of Poisson spiketrains similar in terms of R but with varying 500 firing rates (Figure 5A1) , and an input set of type 3, with 10.5 Hz uncorrelated trains (R = 0) 501 with varying burstiness (Figure 5B1) , were designed to explore a wide range of input similarities 502 as measured by SF and to characterize DG computations on inputs with a variety of statistical 503 structures (Madar et al., 2019b). As we have shown before, the normal DG exhibits low pattern 504 separation via scaling for highly similar inputs, and significant pattern convergence for dissimilar 505 inputs (Madar et al., 2019b) . In KA mice, GCs show a decrease in both pattern convergence and 506 separation via scaling: the DG computation function is steeper, closer to the identity line, 507 meaning that the DG of KA mice is weaker at transforming the similarity of its inputs in general 508 (Figure 5A1 and B1) . When similarity is measured with R or NDP (binwise synchrony code) 509 instead of SF (neural code focused on FR and bursting), these experiments confirmed that pattern 510 separation is decreased in TLE (Figure 5A2 ) and that this deficit is strongest when inputs are 511 highly similar (i.e., when pattern separation is theoretically most important) and weaker when 512 inputs are already dissimilar (Figure 5B2) . although small, are significant (ANCOVA as in A1: R: P < 0.0001 for τ w = 20 ms up to 1000 ms, 532 P = 0.02 and 0.18 for 5 and 10 ms; NDP and SF: P < 0.025 for τ w up to 1000 ms. Detailed 533 statistics for τ w = 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 250, 500 and 1000 ms respectively: R, P = 0.0243, 0.1820, 534 <0.0001, <0.0001, <0.0001, <0.0001, <0.0001, <0.0001, F(2, 941) = 3.7, 1.7, 10.2, 15.1, 24.1, 535 36.0, 50.2, 27.0; NDP, P = 0.0022, 0.0240, <0.0001, <0.0001, <0.0001, <0.0001, <0.0001, 536 <0.0001, F(2, 941) = 6. 2, 3.7, 13.8, 17.4, 21.4, 26.0, 21.0, 16.8 ; SF, P = 0.0002, 0.0012, 0.0016, 537 0.0240, 0.0073, <0.0001, <0.0001, 0.0002, F(2, 941) = 8.7, 6.7, 6.5, 3.7, 4.9, 10.9, 10.4, 8.7).
538
(B1) Left: Input set type 3 was constituted of spiketrains with 21 spikes (FR = 10.5Hz) that were 539 distributed among bins to produce trains with varying burstiness (Madar et al., 2019b) . R is close 540 to 0 for all pairs. Middle and Right: same analysis as in A1 (KA: 8 GCs, Ctrl: 3 GCs).
541
Distributions are significantly different, suggesting again that epilepsy causes a decrease in 542 pattern convergence via scaling, for low input similarities (ANCOVA for τ w = 20 and 100 ms: P 543 < 0.0001 and F(2, 491) = 10.3 and 13.8 respectively). average SD for a given GC was plotted against the propensity of that neuron to fire bursts. There 665 is no clear relationship between these two quantities, suggesting that: 1) decoupling between the 666 excitatory drive and spiking probability is not directly related to bursting and 2) a subset of GCs 667 from KA with apparently healthy spiking patterns could already exhibit a more subtle but 668 pathological IO disorganization. (computed as R input -R output ). Same data as in Figure 4C and 6B-C. There is a strong linear 697 relationship between firing rates and decorrelation (Grey line, R 2 = 63.68%, F(2,37) = 64.9, P < 698 0.0001). The relationship between p(Burst) and decorrelation is better described by an inverse Figure 5B ), GCs exhibit convergence in terms of compactness and 725 occupancy and separation in terms of rate codes. Only computations in terms of compactness and 726 firing rate are mildly shifted in GCs from KA for τ w = 10 ms. Detailed statistics at 10, 20, 50, 727 100, 250 ms, Compactness: P = 0.0848, rank sum = 9; Occupancy: P = 0.8, 0.7758, 0.9212, 728 0.3758, 1, rank sum = 19.5, 20, 17, 23, 18; FR: P = 0.0848, rank sum = 9.
730
Electrographic, behavioral and computational pathologies in individual mice. We have 731 shown that, on average, KA mice develop EEG abnormalities (Figure 2) , suffer mnemonic 732 discrimination impairments (Figure 3) and have a bursting subpopulation of GCs with pattern 733 separation deficits (Figures 4-8) . Because we often performed all of the aforementioned 734 experiments in the same mice, we next asked how those different epilepsy-related pathologies 735 are linked at the individual level (Figure 9) . In a simple framework where behavioral 736 impairments are caused by computational deficits that are due to reorganization of DG network 737 function that also leads to an increase in epileptiform EEG events, one could expect a simple 738 relationship between all the variables we measured. Interestingly, our data suggest a more 739 complex view. For example, animals with few interictal spikes may still harbor some 740 pathological neurons (Figure 9A ) and be highly impaired at the BPS task (Figure 9B) . This 741 shows that both DG network pathologies and mnemonic impairments can occur independent of, 742 or before, early EEG abnormalities. Inversely, both normal and pathological GCs were recorded 743 in mice with more advanced EEG pathology, which confirms that those two subpopulations can 744 coexist in the same KA animal (Figure 9A) . Mice with clearly epileptiform EEG activity can 745 also sometimes perform normally on the BPS task (Figure 9B) . The variability in individual 746 behavior and in cell sampling prevents us to definitively conclude on the relationship between 747 single-cell pattern separation and mnemonic discrimination but, importantly, KA animals with 748 the largest cognitive impairments all had at least one pathological recorded GC (Figure 9C) . 749 Finally, in cases where EEG, BPS and patch-clamp data were all obtained from each animal, the 750 combination of these measurements yielded a very obvious separation between normal and KA 751 subjects. Overall, our results suggest that epilepsy-related pathologies do not all develop in 752 concert and that computational, behavioral and electrographic measures provide complementary 753 informative dimensions that, together, better assess the epileptic state than any single dimension 754 or pair of dimensions. 
